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Better understanding of foot biomechanics coupled with technological 
advancement and growing social needs have facilitated newer innovations in 
hallux valgus surgery. Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is one of the greatest 
advances in modern medicine that has seen an emerging trend in foot and ankle 
surgeries. The perceived efficacy in providing quicker recovery, reducing 
operative time and minimizing complications has triggered various MIS 
techniques in hallux valgus correction over the past two decades. A systematic 
search of CINAHL, Embase, Medline, Science Direct, and Cochrane Central 
Registry of Controlled Trials from inception of database till 28th February 2014, 
was conducted. Various combinations of the keyword terms ‘Percutaneous’, 
‘Minimally Invasive’, ‘Hallux Valgus’, ‘Bunion’, ‘Metatarsal’, ‘forefoot’, ‘PDO’, 
Percutaneous Distal Osteotomy’, ‘Bosch’, ‘SERI’, ‘Simple, effective, rapid, 
inexpensive’, ‘Reverdin’, ‘Reverdin-Isham Osteotomy’, ‘Endolog system’, ‘less 
invasive’, ‘minimal incision’, ‘arthroscopic’ and ‘MICA’ were used to locate 
appropriate studies. A total of 27 articles published in peer reviewed journals 
were critically analyzed to determine the efficacy and safety of minimally invasive 
hallux valgus surgery (MIHVS).These studies described a total of 1485 patients 
with 1952 instances of MIHVS. The MIHVS studies available at present mainly 
consists of case series that differ in terms of procedure, patient selection, 
techniques, instrumentation, rehabilitation protocol, use of fluoroscopy and 
reporting outcome measure. These differences are further amplified by majority 
of the evidence originating from centers specializing exclusively in minimally 
invasive approach. The lack of synchronization and heterogeneity of the 
available evidence limit generalizability of this procedure. Besides welcoming 
future well designed adequately sized randomized control trials, the triad to 
successful future research involving MIHVS include standardization of treatment 
protocols, use of validated tools for measurement of clinical outcome and future 
reporting by non- specialized centers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


